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Abstract

One central issue in schizophrenia research is to identify and characterize behavioral and biological markers that are intrinsic to the complex psychiatric disorder and that can serve as targets for detection, treatment, and prevention. A trait marker represents the properties of the behavioral and biological processes that play an antecedent, possibly causal, role in the pathophysiology of the psychiatric disorder, whereas a state marker reflects the status of clinical manifestations in patients. Certain visual functions, while deficient in schizophrenia, may be independent of psychosis. The question of what types of visual functions can serve as trait or state markers is beginning to be understood. Examining clinically unaffected relatives of schizophrenia patients and patients with bipolar disorder can provide information about the relationship between a schizophrenic disposition and visual response traits. In this effort, researchers found that motion integration is dysfunctional in schizophrenia patients but not in their relatives or bipolar patients, whereas motion discrimination is dysfunctional in schizophrenia patients and their relatives, but not in bipolar patients. By synthesizing these findings, this review suggests that distinguishing enduring trait markers from transient state markers for schizophrenia through visual processes is helpful for developing neurobiologically and psychologically based intervention strategies.
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INTRODUCTION

Despite extensive research since the modern characterization of schizophrenia [1,2], the etiology of the disorder remains largely undetermined. Psychosis, the clinical hallmark of schizophrenia, has traditionally been a major target of investigation for understanding both the predisposition to, and the symptoms of the disorder. This symptom-based approach, while useful in understanding and treating less complex disorders, has not yet led us to a comprehensive picture of the pathophysiological processes underlying schizophrenia. One daunting obstacle for this approach is that psychosis may be merely one adverted effect of suffering from the disorder. Thus, focusing on psychosis appears to be too limited an approach for understanding the biological underpinnings of schizophrenia. The complexity associated with schizophrenia warrants a novel approach to unravel its altered biological processes.
In recent years, a new translational approach, which examines genetic, neurobiological, and behavioral responses concomitantly, has been applied, and has yielded significant progress. One important conceptual and empirical advance for schizophrenia research has been the distinction of trait vs. state markers. A trait is a behavioral characteristic brought about by the expression of a gene or many genes. Trait markers for schizophrenia refer to the properties of the behavioral and biological processes that play an antecedent, possibly causal, role in the predisposition to the psychiatric disorder, whereas state markers refer to the status of clinical manifestations in patients. Typically, though not necessarily, a trait characteristic is enduring and a state characteristic is transient. In the genetics of schizophrenia, another term, endophenotype, is often used to describe a trait or an enduring phenotype that is associated with the disorder, but is not immediately visible within the clinical domain [3]. The trait markers for schizophrenia we refer to here reflect a broader definition, which includes the manifestation of altered behavioral and biological processes that are linked not necessarily to psychosis, but to functional abnormalities that are at the core of the disorder. Trait markers are most useful when they are present in clinically unaffected relatives of schizophrenia patients (co-familial traits), and are not limited to those that co-segregate with psychosis.

Schizophrenia manifests itself through many altered responses that are mediated by genetic, neurobiological and psychological processes. One challenge of applying the translational approach in studying this complex mental disorder is to identify and characterize particular altered responses that can serve as trait markers. Studying trait markers, as opposed to state markers, will make the complex disorder more tractable at genetic, neurobiological and psychological levels [4–6].

In this article, we describe the progress in distinguishing trait markers from state markers for schizophrenia in the realm of visual processes. Not aiming for a general review of visual processing in schizophrenia, our selection of visual processes for this review was directed by the following guidelines:

1. Is the particular visual process altered in schizophrenia (integrity)?
2. Is the altered process associated with psychosis (generalized deficit or psychosis-independent deficit)?
3. Is the altered process present in patients and in clinically unaffected relatives (co-familiality)?
4. Does the altered process implicate a specific neural pathway in schizophrenia (pathophysiology)?

This paper discusses the associations between selected visual processes and the predisposition to, as opposed to the effect of, schizophrenia. We will not describe in detail the experimental paradigms that produced the results that elucidate this distinction, as these methods are well outlined in the original research articles. We will first discuss visual and visuomotor processes in schizophrenia, focusing on eye tracking. Then, the genetic neurophysiological and psychological basis of altered visual motion processing will be highlighted. We will then use visual motion processing as a model to demonstrate the case of trait vs. state markers at a perceptual level.

**VISUAL AND VISUOMOTOR PROCESSES**

Schizophrenia has long been recognized as a disorder of thought process. Whether and how basic sensory processes are involved in schizophrenia is now an active question in current research. Exploration in the past few decades has shown that several vision-related processes are altered in schizophrenia (Fig. 1). A prominent example is the dysfunction of eye tracking, an oculomotor response generated by visual motion signals. Extensive studies have shown that
eye tracking dysfunction occurs not only in schizophrenia patients but also in their biological relatives [7–13]. It has also been demonstrated that eye tracking dysfunction is present in bipolar patients [14–16] but not, or to a much lesser extent, in relatives of bipolar patients [17]. The combination of these results provides unequivocal evidence that eye tracking dysfunction is a trait characteristic in schizophrenia [18–20]. Genetic linkage studies suggest that eye tracking dysfunction is a susceptibility marker for schizophrenia [21,22].

One challenge of further applying knowledge from eye tracking, a seemingly simple oculomotor behavior, to schizophrenia research is that the biological basis of the trait is actually complex. In order to follow a moving target with the eyes, the brain systems involved must first encode the information of visual motion, which occurs in the sensory cortex [23]. The encoded motion signals are then projected to the motor and the cognitive cortices to generate decision signals for initiating and maintaining eye movements [24]. As essential as visual motion signals are for initiating eye tracking, non-visual signals that temporally represent target movement are also necessary for maintaining eye tracking, insomuch as the external inputs of visual motion signals become unavailable when the eyes start to move and follow a moving target. Physiological and neurological studies have shown the involvement of multiple neural mechanisms in different aspects of eye tracking; disruption to any part of this cortical network causes eye tracking dysfunction [25–27].

In schizophrenia, multiple cortical areas, which process both visual and non-visual information [13,28], have been implicated in eye tracking dysfunction [29–32]. The extensive exploration of eye tracking dysfunction as a trait marker for schizophrenia can serve as a useful exemplar for studying other visual processes.

Another visual process that has been extensively studied is visual backward masking. A visual masking paradigm measures how detection of one target is influenced by another target that is presented shortly after. Patients with schizophrenia and bipolar disorder showed altered behavioral responses in this measure [33]. This altered visual masking is independent of medication [34], and is accompanied by altered electrophysiological responses in schizophrenia patients [35]. Recent reports showed that the altered behavioral responses also occurred in clinically unaffected relatives of schizophrenia patients [36,37]. These results suggest that altered visual backward masking is a trait characteristic for schizophrenia. However, visual backward masking may not be a schizophrenia-specific trait since bipolar patients were similarly affected.

In schizophrenia patients, perceptual deficiency is selective to some but not all visual signals [38]. One visual response that has been examined is contrast detection. Patients with schizophrenia showed reduced sensitivities in some studies [39], but not in others [40]. Several factors may contribute to these diverse results. For example, differences in the spatial and temporal pattern of the experimental stimuli have been shown to modulate visual contrast detection [41,42]. In addition, various pharmacological treatments have been shown to affect contrast detection. For example, one study reported significantly different contrast detection abilities in groups of schizophrenia patients taking typical antipsychotics, atypical antipsychotics, and no antipsychotic medication [40]. Understanding the affects of neuromodulation on visual contrast detection will be important in determining whether or not contrast detection is a state or a trait marker for schizophrenia. One study addressed the state vs. trait question by comparing performance of schizophrenia patients and their relatives on contrast detection and reported that contrast detection in the relatives of schizophrenia patients was normal [40]. At this point, the question of a contrast detection deficit as a trait or state marker for schizophrenia remains open. With active examinations of these responses in relatives of schizophrenia patients and other psychiatric populations [43,44], the value of these visual functions as trait or state markers for schizophrenia will become evident.
One key premise in studying visual and visuomotor functions is that certain behavioral responses could be more reflective of their underlying genetic and neurophysiological processes than other responses. In the case of schizophrenia, validating and specifying such behavioral responses are essential for understanding alterations at the genetic and neurophysiological levels. Patients’ behavioral responses may ultimately be the test for various pathophysiological models of schizophrenia, since psychosis, the clinical hallmark of the disorder, is extremely difficult to assess in animals.

One such behavioral response that we have been studying is motion perception. There are several vantage points to study visual motion processing in relation to schizophrenia. Broadly, motion perception has a well defined neural basis within the sensory cortex. Compared with other visual processes, motion perception seems more vulnerable to abnormalities of the brain [45]. Motion perception normally involves a straightforward behavioral task that does not depend substantially on cognitive processing. This relative independence makes performance in motion perception less contaminated by various cognitive deficits in schizophrenia. In addition, motion perception plays an important role in eye tracking, which is known to be impaired in schizophrenia. Studying motion perception may thus provide a sensitive measurement for assessing pathophysiological processes in schizophrenia. We will use this visual response as a means for exploring trait vs. state markers for schizophrenia, after outlining its underlying genetic and neurophysiological mechanisms (Fig. 2).

**NEUROPHYSIOLOGY AND GENETICS OF VISUAL MOTION PROCESSING**

Genetic factors play an essential role in determining the structure and function of the visual system. Before endeavoring to link visual responses and genetic factors in schizophrenia research, it is reasonable to ask, from a theoretical perspective, whether it is possible to study the genetics of motion processing by measuring behavioral responses. The genes essential for the development of neural pathways involved in visual processing have been screened and elicited in animal studies [46,47]. Similar genetic studies have been conducted for motion processing [48]. Abnormal visual behaviors have been shown in patients with heritable vision-related diseases such as visual color deficiency [49]. These studies from various disciplines suggest that examining the relationships between certain visual behaviors and their genetic origins is becoming increasingly feasible.

At the neurochemical level, several types of neurotransmitters are involved in forming and shaping neural responses to visual signals. Dopamine, for example, acts to reduce the responsiveness of light-sensitive neurons in the retina and to uncouple electric junctions between neurons, to control neural amplification under different light conditions [50]. Glutamate, through NMDA and AMPA receptors, connects neighboring neurons at the retina and in the cortex to build direction selectivity, a special neural property that is fundamental for visual motion processing [51]. GABA, at a later stage of the visual system, selectively suppresses some neural responses but not others, allowing for more sophisticated non-linear neural computation in motion processing [52]. Increasing research efforts are being put towards the understanding of how diverse types of neurotransmissions regulate vision-related behaviors [53].

At the neurophysiological level, specific pathways for visual motion processing have been identified [54]. Specifically, neural processing of motion signals begins in subcortical areas such as the retina and lateral geniculate nucleus of the thalamus and in the striate cortex. The motion signals are then transmitted to Middle Temporal Area (MT), an extrastriate cortical area, for motion-specific processing. Other areas in the occipital, parietal and temporal cortices receive projections from the MT for motion-related cognitive and motor processing. These
biological and behavioral results suggest that applying motion perception to studying the neural functions in schizophrenia is plausible.

The strong genetic and neurophysiological framework of motion processing provides a window to studying abnormal brain functioning [55] and genetics of the disorder [56,57] in depth. Two challenges are immediate in applying motion perception to characterize trait vs. state markers for schizophrenia. The first one is to identify those visual motion functions that are altered and to examine the relationships between these functions and schizophrenic psychosis. The second one is to characterize those altered motion responses via a behavior-genetic analysis approach. Recent studies on motion perception in schizophrenia represent an effort in this direction.

**VISUAL MOTION PERCEPTION**

Studies on visual motion processing, motivated to understand the nature of eye tracking dysfunction, showed that motion discrimination (Fig. 3) was impaired in schizophrenia patients [28,58] and in clinically unaffected relatives [28] whereas motion integration (Fig. 3) was impaired in schizophrenia patients [59–62], but not in relatives of schizophrenia patients or patients with bipolar disorder [62]. Since motion discrimination and motion integration are mediated by different cortical processes, this pattern of results has several implications in schizophrenia. First, the presence of altered motion discrimination in both schizophrenia patients and their relatives, but not in bipolar patients suggests that neither psychosis nor mood disturbances significantly affect the visual process. Second, motion discrimination may be a trait characteristic that is specific to schizophrenia. Third, motion integration may be specifically associated with schizophrenia psychosis, and thus may serve as a state marker for schizophrenia. In combination with neurophysiological knowledge of motion processing, these results suggest that the responses mediated by the cortical processes responsible for motion discrimination and those responsible for motion integration are indicators of different stages of the disorder, predisposition and psychosis, respectively.

**VISUAL RESPONSES AS TRAIT OR STATE MARKERS**

In addition to comparing visual responses in different populations associated with schizophrenia (e.g., bipolar patients and relatives), another method for identifying altered visual responses as trait markers is to track their development and progression throughout the course of the illness.

With respect to development, children at high risk for schizophrenia show vision problems well before they develop any psychotic symptoms. As illustrated in an epidemiological study [63], the prevalence of visual difficulties is significantly higher in children who have a family history of schizophrenia. Further, visual difficulties are present more frequently than other sensory problems (such as auditory difficulties). These epidemiological results suggest that certain deficits in visual processing are more closely linked to schizophrenic predisposition than schizophrenic psychosis. Data on motion discrimination in children at high risk for schizophrenia are not available at present. However, data on motion discrimination in schizophrenia patients of different ages suggest that this visual process is altered regardless of age or stage of illness. A recent study showed that performance in motion discrimination in schizophrenia patients, while dysfunctional, is independent of age in the range of 18 to 55 years, whereas performance in normal controls gets worse starting at 45–55 years [64]. On the other hand, one report showed that the rate of age-related decline in other visual responses was more rapid in relatives of schizophrenia patients than in controls [65]. This pattern of result suggests that altered motion discrimination is a stable feature over the course of the illness, furthering the case that the visual response be used as a trait marker.
One relevant question concerns whether schizophrenia-related markers are modifiable by antipsychotic drugs. The distinction between trait and state markers implies that as the medications alleviate psychotic symptoms they may alter responses associated with state markers, because by definition the two sets of behavioral indexes are interdependent in patients. Pharmacological agents, such as antipsychotic drugs, can in principle modulate behavioral responses including those associated with trait markers for schizophrenia. Such modulation, however, should be independent of changes in psychotic symptoms or related state markers. Analogously, antipsychotic medications are known to have differential effects on abnormal behaviors of schizophrenia patients - these drugs are more effective in treating positive symptoms and less so in treating cognitive dysfunctions as well as negative symptoms [66]. How the antipsychotic medications affect visual responses, trait markers or not, remains a largely unexplored question [40]. One useful strategy in future studies will be to compare performance on a certain visual task before and after antipsychotic medications are administered in patients. This strategy may be complicated by the fact that a majority of patients are now treated with antipsychotics. However, many antipsychotic drugs, especially those of new generations such as clozapine, have a relatively short occupancy period. Such temporal dynamics suggest windows of opportunity in which effects of antipsychotic drugs may be minimal just before an individual dose is administered and maximal within a period of time after dose administration. Comparisons of the performance before and after the drugs are administered would provide a practical way to assess the drug effect in medicated patients. Another strategy will be to examine performance on a visual task in both patient and relative groups. If a trait marker manifests in both groups, comparing associated visual performance of the patients who are medicated with the relatives who are not would provide a good index on the effects of the drugs.

Another important and drug-relevant issue is whether and how the relationships between visual responses and neurochemical underpinnings inform neurochemical theories of schizophrenia. While current theories implicate several types of neurotransmissions such as dopamine, glutamate and GABA, empirical evidence is largely generated from neurochemical studies using either postmortem schizophrenic brains or animal models. As discussed earlier, these very same neurotransmissions also modulate visual responses. This heuristic link provides a basis for using visual perception as a means to test the theories directly in schizophrenia patients. Recent studies showed hypersensitivity in visual contrast detection in unmedicated schizophrenia patients and normal to hyposensitivity in patients who were treated with antipsychotic drugs (D2 receptor blockade) [40,67]. This relation is consistent with the theory that abnormally high dopamine activity in the subcortical system may be associated with schizophrenia and antipsychotic drugs may act to reduce this activity [68]. When more research on this topic emerges, a different review may be warranted.

Much progress has been made towards understanding schizophrenia at a biological level via postmortem [69] and genetic studies [57]. It is important to synthesize such research with behavioral studies. Because of advancements in both basic and clinical research, the application of visual responses (e.g., motion discrimination and integration which have been extensively investigated psychophysically and physiologically) to schizophrenia research is becoming an increasingly powerful approach for probing into the underlying pathophysiological processes in schizophrenia. Using the methods described above, systematic exploration of visual responses will also be useful for understanding other sensory [70–72] and related cognitive processes [73–76] implicated in schizophrenia.

Identification and characterization of deficient visual responses and their neural correlates in schizophrenia may ultimately provide important clues for developing intervention strategies in helping patients. Understanding how neuromodulation affects deficient visual processing and its neural correlates in schizophrenia will be useful for identifying new and better targets...
for pharmacological treatment, as has recently begun to occur with sensory gating, another
behavioral process that is compromised in schizophrenia. Extensive research into the
neuromodulation of the sensory gating deficit has informed the search for pharmacological
interventions that target the alpha-7 nicotinic receptor system [see 77 for a review]. In addition,
characterization of visual responses and their neural correlations may be useful in another,
more novel way. Basic research has shown that perceptual and cognitive capacities are plastic
and adaptive not only in development period but also throughout adulthood [78,79]. In healthy
people, visual functions and cortical modulations can be enhanced through perceptual learning
[80]. In light of such knowledge, the identification of vision-related trait markers would provide
concrete targets for special neural training, analogous to cognitive rehabilitation, to improve
patients’ performance starting at the sensory level.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

It is being increasingly recognized that schizophrenia is a pleiotropic disorder. The likely
involvement of many genes and environmental factors makes it difficult to draw an outright
picture of its underlying biological and behavioral mechanisms. With advances in basic
research and the implementation of a new translational research strategy, we can move towards
a genetically and neurobiologically based approach that focuses on those traits influenced by
well-understood brain physiology and accessible genetic pathways. One important step in
taking this novel approach is to differentiate and characterize trait and state markers for
schizophrenia. Psychotic symptoms alone are not adequate for determining the genetic and
neural basis of schizophrenia. Study of selected visual processes provides an opportunity to
identify genetic variations within a range of visual phenotypes that are specific to
schizophrenia. The results have pointed towards motion discrimination as a trait characteristic
that may be useful for screening schizophrenia-related genes and for exploring neural
mechanisms underlying the perceptual deficits in schizophrenia. Of foremost significance is
the role that motion discrimination may play in linking genetics, neurophysiology and
perceptual performance in schizophrenia. Future studies should underscore whether and to
what extent the enduring trait markers for schizophrenia are modifiable and how they are related
to state markers for schizophrenia. This information will help define schizophrenic phenotypes
more precisely for use in genetic, physiological and psychological studies. Knowledge acquired
from these studies will eventually be applied to unravel the pathophysiology at the core of
schizophrenia, and to inform prevention and intervention strategies.
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**Fig. (1).**
Functional integrity of selected visual and visuomotor processes in schizophrenia.
Fig. (2).
Visual trait versus state markers in relation to the biology of schizophrenia.
Fig. (3).
Schematic illustration of experimental paradigms used in studying visual motion processing in schizophrenia.